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1) Feedback on the attainment of Programme Outcomes (PO)

2a) List the courses that have STRONG relationship with the programme

60 responses

2b) List the courses that have WEAK relationship with the programme

60 responses

Signals and systems, control systems, Medical data analytics,Medical informatics,
Biomedical equipments

Biomechanics

Anatomy and Physiology 
Python programming for engineers(interdisciplinary) 
Medical device development 
Biomechanics

Electric Circuit Analysis, Sensors and Instrumentation, Biomedical Equipment, Image
processing, Biomechanics, Medical Device Design, Medical Imaging and Analysis.

Biomedical equipment , biomedical mechanics

Only few courses are strong except control system, Biomedical equipments.

Biomedical equipments, Signals and systens, Image processing, Medical Image
Analysis, Sensors and instrumentation, Biomechanics

Nil

Electric circuit analysis

C language

Electromagnetic field

Control systems, Electromagnetic fields

C language

Electromagnetic fields 
Electronic communication system 

Biophotonics

EMF 
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3) Rate the impact of Teaching-learning process in attaining the
Programme Outcomes

60 responses

4a) Identify strengths of the Programme

60 responses

4b) Identify weaknesses of the Programme

60 responses

Teachers who guided us in the rite path during these 4 years

Innovate new technologies

Complete understanding of core subjects.

Teaching  
Lab setup

Helps students to work with medical devices with technical skills and with the help of
analytic knowledge gathered from courses, student can enable to work in software
technology side to promote the health care technology.

Team work, Availability of faculty at anytime for the students

Schedule, teaching, team work

Assignment presentation and projects provide exposure to the current problems in the

Nil

Practical knowledge

-

Lack of practical knowledge about what we are studying

Not including the programming languages as compulsory subjects.

Practical examples will be more interesting than theoretical ones.

More concepts of theoretical knowledge than practical skills obtained from this
programme,It doesn't assist much the student to work in companies.

Less placement opportunities

Usage of medical equipments

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair

18.3%

28.3%

48.3%



5) Grade the quality of the programme on a scale of one (least) to
five(most)

60 responses

6) Your personal feedback for the department development

60 responses
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Nil

Nothing

My BME department staffs and 
Lab staffs moulded me as a good engineering thank u so much

No feedback

Overall it’s good.

Overall good course but Increasing the Interaction with the hospital and biomedical
industry will help us to gain knowledge about the current scenario.

Ensure the department brings atleast core companies to hire students. It motivates
them to concentrate on their core fields and allow internship to hospitals to gain
knowledge because hospitals are the only core to our department in india. Try to bring
more practical application than technical in class room.

1 (least)
2
3
4
5 (most)

15%53.3%

26.7%
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